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Corporate

Audioboom Group plc (BOOM.L)

Current price

890p

Sector

Continues to outpace the global podcasting market

TMT

Code

Another positive trading update from Audioboom, one of the largest independent
global podcasting companies, as the company continues to outpace the wider market
results in our third forecast upgrade in 2021. The outperformance is a function of several
factors: expansion of Audioboom’s ad tech capabilities and associated revenue streams,
enabling the re-monetisation of its back catalogue; high demand for premium
advertising inventory that has helped to increase average ad unit pricing by 20% over
2020 while achieving >97% fill rate on its top 15 shows; and recent successful
Audioboom Originals Network (AON) launches. As a result, signed advertising bookings
cover >99% of our FY21 previous revenue forecast ($41.4m) and we upgrade FY21 and
FY22 at the top and bottom lines. Podcasting remains in the spotlight with the recent
Acast IPO and further M&A activity. Applying our FY22 EV/revenue multiple of 4.0x
suggests a new fair value of 1020p/share (from 935p). Interims scheduled 20th July.
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Forecast upgrades: We increase our FY21 revenue forecast by 11% to $46.1m
representing 72% y-o-y growth as BOOM and the podcasting industry have snapped back
from the Q2 FY20 dip. The new forecast is still c. 90% covered and some Q4 inventory
from BOOM’s top shows has still to be released. We maintain our FY22 20% growth
forecast and upgrade revenue accordingly ($55.3m from $49.8m). Upgrades to FY21 adj.
EBITDA ($319k from $118k) and FY22 ($1,425k from $1,265k) reflect some additional
growth in operating costs plus a strong performance from the lower GM SonicIM business.
Success in content-focused expansion plan: Successful recent AON launches include Dark
Air with Terry Carnation, The Southern Tea, and Dark History – number 1 on the Apple
Podcast Chart in the US, UK, Canada and Australia following its launch on 2 June 2021 and
number one on Spotify’s chart in the US, UK and Australia. The first episode of Dark
History, hosted by YouTuber Bailey Sarian, has received >2m listens to date.
Maintains position in key US market: In the latest Triton Digital podcast ranker for the US
market (May), Audioboom retained its position as the fourth largest network by average
weekly users. Audioboom’s numbers continue to grow on a monthly basis: downloads
grew 2% in May over April (12.3m) and the number of users by 3.8% (4.3m). On a year on
year basis, downloads were up 46% and users by 69%.
Further focus on podcasting: Last week’s IPO of Acast provides the closest valuation
comparator for BOOM as well as evidencing investors interest in the sector. Acast raised
£153m (£109m new) with a market cap on listing of c. £560m, equivalent to a 11.2x FY20
revenue. By comparison, BOOM is trading on 7.3x FY20 revenue and 4.2x FY21. Continued
M&A activity (Spotify, Sony etc) points to the strong industry interest in the medium.
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Allenby Capital acts as Nomad & Broker to Audioboom plc (BOOM.L).
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